




When The Ghosts Take The 
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Battlefield, Enemies Tremble 

.,. Squad-based combat action on battlefields ripped from tomorrow's 
headlines . 

.,. Assemble your team of deadly experts and equip them for the fight. 

.,. Use the latest U.S. Army hardware - straight from the drawing board 
to your hands . 

.,. On-the-fly planning to help you react to the chaos of battle . 

.,. Multi-player mode (broadband, LAN or modem) brings combat to a 
new level - play on teams, against each other, or cooperatively against 
the computer. 



Terror Has a New Target. .. 
Team RAINBOW 

Stand-alone mission pack -
does not require ROGUE SPEAR 

.,.. The best and most complete Rogue 
Spear™ Mission Pack ever. 

.,.. 10 new story-driven missions. 

.,.. 6 new multi-player maps . 

.,.. More than 10 new weapons in 
single-player and multi-player 
modes. 

.,.. An all-new "Lone Wolf" multi-player 

mode - one heavily armed player 
against all the rest. 
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The Games That Launched a New Era 
In Realistic Tactical Combat 

.,.. Tom Clancy's Rainbow Six™ Gold Pack contains 

the original Rainbow Six game (based on the 
best-selling novel). its follow-on mission pack 

Eagle Watch and a strategy guide . 

.,.. The adventures continue in the award-winning 
Tom Clancy's Rainbow Six: Rogue Spear™ Platinum 

Pack, which contains Rogue Spear™, the Urban 
Operations™ mission pack and a strategy guide. 

.,.. Tom Clancy's Rainbow Six: Covert Operations 
Essentials™ contains hours of multimedia counter
terrorist training and new missions to test your 
new-found skills . 

.,.. The Tom Clancy's Rainbow Six™ Collector's 
Edition contains all the games from Rainbow Six 
to Covert Operations Essentials, including a 130 

page, all-encompassing strategy guide. 



The Groundbreaking, 
Graphically Stunning WWII 
Combat Flight Simufation 

~ Recreates the intense WWII air 
battles of the Russian front - among 
the harshest and deadliest 
campaigns the world has ever seen. 

~ For the first time ever, fly the famous 
IL-2 Sturmovik™ Russian aircraft, as 
well as an additional 30 accurately
reproduced combat fighter planes 
and bombers from U.S., Russian and 
German airborne forces. 

~ Gameplay offers a full sweep of 
airborne combat scenarios against 
air, sea and land-based targets. 

~ Multi-player dogfight action for up to 
32 players. 
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Feel The Power Of Commanding 
a Modern World-Class Jet Fighter 

~ 8 flyable U.S. and Russian aircraft 
including the A-10. 

~ Variety of gameplay options ranging 
from arcade action to ultra-realistic 
flight combat. 

~ Dynamic battle generator and 
robust multi-player options. 



Submarine Annihilator 

Battle online against Silent Hunter™ll players 
(Silent Hunter II sold separately) 

.,. Engage the enemy with a wide 
variety of powerful weapons such 
as 5 inch guns, 40mm cannons, 
and depth charges. 

.,. Blast away at an extensive range 
of targets such as U-boats, 
Kamikaze planes and enemy 
warships. 

.,. Ultra-realistic 30 modeling of the 
ocean environment, weapon 
systems and weather conditions . 

.,. Play alone or with up to 6 players. 

VS. Cunning Killer 

Play online against Destroyer Command™ players 
(Destroyer Command sold separately) 

.,. Take command of a WWII U-boat and 
combat a wide range of enemy forces. 

... Over 200 highly detailed 30 models of 
WWII ships, subs and enemy aircraft . 

.,. Scalable realism settings make the 
game accessible to both beginner and 
expert. 

.,. Naturalistic ocean and weather 

effects. 



'he World's Modern Naval Powers 
Are Now At Your Command 

.,.. Over 250 modern 30 modeled ships, 
submarines, aircraft and ground 
formations from 14 different nations. 

.... Unparalleled accuracy and detail in 
armament and behavior. 

.,.. A powerful and flexible Scenario and 

Formation Editor. 

.,.. Both single-player and multi -player 
scenarios. 

.... The High Tide Camoaiqn specially 
written by recognized naval fiction 
writer, Larry Bond . 
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Because Modern Warfare Is More 
Than Just Conventional Firepower 
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.,.. For the first time in any RTS game, 
use civilian management to get 
ahead. Create your own media 
propaganda, brainwash your people 
and even deploy human shields . 

.,.. Exclusive, next generation 
advanced Al that learns you r 
strategies and adapts to them. 

.,.. Place troops under the control of 

unit commanders who interpret your 
orders and learn from every battle 
in which they fight. n"l:l"l"'T" __ __ 



The New Era of Real-Time Strategy Emerges By Putting The Strategy_ Back 
On The Battlefield 

.,.. Intense strategic combat on dynamic battlefields - a living realm filled 
with weather and wildlife across a variety of terrains including flat 
lands, high plateaus and rolling hills . 

.,.. Develop the unique abilities of 16 Zen Masters in the heat of combat, 
noble acts and bravery earn magic powers and upgrade equipment. 

.,.. Train a common peasant into a powerful samurai warrior with the unit 
alchemy system . 

.,.. Multi-player options for up to 8 via LAN and Internet. 



Your Fleet. Your Fate. 
Fleet-Based Real-Time Strategy 

.,. Battle it out over 16 interplanetary 
battle maps simultaneously through 
the cunning use of wormholes. 

.,. Enter an explosive new dimension of 

strategic possibilities with the supply 
line management system. 

.,. Command up to 6 Al fleet admirals 

who implement your orders, assess 
threats, and react with organized 
tactics. 

... Multi-play for up to 8 via LAN or 4 via 
the Internet. 

Mild language 
Mild Violence 
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Three Species. Three Powers. 
One Outcome. 

.,. 3 separate campaigns and over 
36 maps on a mysterious fantasy planet. 

.,. Create and control some of the largest 
30 units available in an RTS . 

.,. Battle for the planet's resources using 
magic, technology or brute force . 

.,. Gameplay that is easy to learn but a 
challenge to master with a broad range 
of multi-player options. 

... Persistent effects of combat such as 
scorched earth, destroyed buildings 
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Begin and Grow Great Empires. 
Become Greater. 

.,. Take control of Roman. Mayan and 
Viking civil izations. Build and develop 
a thriving community with a variety of 
structures and different ski lled settlers 
to produce tools, weapons and goods. 

.,. Embark upon 4 engrossing campaigns, 
1 featuring the mysterious Dark Tribe. 

.,. Includes a new easy-to-use interface, 
zoom function and a variety gameplay 
modes . 

.,. Play and speak with fellow online 
players with the click of a mouse 
through voice and text chat 
compatibility. 

Warlords - The Epic Fantasy Strategy Series 
Continues With 2 Ways To Play 

((I~ 

The tradition of Warlords turn-based gaming continues 
.,. Challenge other warlords over the Internet in 

this fantasy game of strategy and conquest. 

.,. Includes a new tactical map for siegei; and 
troop formations. 
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Sequel to the critically acclaimed hero-based RTS 
with a unique multi-player option 

.,. A great combination of role-playing heroes and 
RTS gameplay including new Demons and 
Dark Dwarfs . 

.,. Create on-line heroes and track their progress 
through multi-player games . 



Exf!erience The Re-Birth Of a 
Role-Playing Legend 

.,.. Features the new Dungeons & 

Dragons® role:playing game rules . 

.,.. Over 100 hours of gameplay in the 
Forgotten Realms® setting plus new 
D&D® races and classes such as 
Sorcerer, Barbarian and Half-ore. 

.,.. Unique, high action multi-player 
game featuring random dungeons. 

.,.. Customizable combat system 
featuring traditional turn-based play 
or timed turns for increased action. 
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Immerse Yourself In a Traditional 
"Japanese-Style" Role-Playing Epic 

.,.. Groundbreaking Battle System 

requiring tactics, skill, timing and 
technique. 

.,.. Beautiful 3D landscapes and environ

ments plus over 1,000 characters with 
which to interact. 

.,.. A deep, rich and captivating storyline. 

.,.. Easy-to-use interface that caters 



The Perfect Place To 

~ 
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Plan Revenge 

WINDOWS® 
and MACINTOSH® 

CD-ROM 

Experience the stunning new sequel to Myst® and Riven®, a complex 
tale of betrayal and revenge that only you can successfully unravel . 

.,.. Dramatic new storyline extends the Myst mythology by focusing on a 
pivotal new villan, a bitter man whose home world was ruined by 
Sirrus and Achener - The villain has returned to take revenge against 
Atrus and his family at their most vulnerable time . 

.,.. Free-look movement system that allows players to pan a full 360° at 
any location, fully immersing them in the world . 

.,.. 5 entirely new ages to explore, each with their own distinctive 

visual style. 



Furious Footraces. Blistering Battles. 
Competition 2 

.,.. Battle Mode & Race Mode: Take 
risks, trip-up OP.ponents and find 
shortcuts in a high-speed footrace 
or go head-to-head in a lum shooting, 
gladiator-style arena and defeat your 
opponent to reign supreme. 

.,.. Unleash New Characters: 8 playable 
characters including the cast of 
Rayman 2 and all new characters. 

.,.. The Shop: Unlock TRUE rewards 
such as Bonus Levels, Additional 
Modes, Character Skins, and Bonus 
Characters. 
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Embrace The Dark Divine 

Violence 
Mild language 

Suggestive Themes 

.,.. The orphan child Cyprien must 
untangle the mysteries of his sinister 
world, defeat his friends' dark 
tormenters, and stage a desperate 
encounter against a most 
unfathomable evil. 

.,.. Draw from the haunted psyche of 
Cyprien to unleash his hyper-kinetic 
alter ego, SuperCyp. 

.,.. Survive 8 nightmarish island 
worlds with 66 bizarre levels. 



Battle For The Planet 

.,.. Discover mind-blowing secrets of 
the Ape Empire through 16 barbaric 
levels with 30 hostile sub-levels, 
including Ape City, the Forbidden 
Zone and City Ruins. 

.,.. Join Ape allies Dr. Zaius, Zira and 

Cornelius in a frenetic fight for 
survival. 

.,.. Battle savage new foes like Mandrill 
Assassins, Renegade baboons, giant 

rats, hyenas and mutant bats. 

.,.. Summon powers of instinct, stealth 
and raw strength to survive a world 
where humans are the prey. 

Violence 

Rated The #1 Chess Franchise Ever 
Created ... Over 4 Million Copies Sold 

.,.. The most powerful chess engine 
available for beginners and advanced 
players. 

.,.. Choose from a variety of chess sets 
including the stunning Irish set, the 
whimsical Dessert Set and the classic 
Staunton Set. 

.,.. Play against International 

ChessMaster Josh Waitzkin or try to 
"Match the Masters" with noted 
chess teacher Bru ce Pandolfini. 

.,.. Innovative Natural Language 
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